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Canines for Disabled Kids
Service dogs can be male or female. These needs is the perfect tool.

Service dogs for many with disabilities a
dogs. For many with disabilities a

Service dogs are what some people with disabilities.
The most well known task is guiding a person who is
disabled. These tasks include opening doors, turning on lights, and

The service dog was trained to do. Some examples of
The user does not have to demonstrate the task or tasks

wearing a service dog from accessing the space.

Fears of dogs and allergies are not valid reasons for per-

Pet owners: They do not have

behavior and cannot be used to

They must have good public be-

They can go in all places like the pub-

All disabilities.

A service dog is trained to do
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Service dog does.

Draw a picture of what you think a

The Ball Sock

After the balls are placed in socks the socks together.

Steps:

1. Two tennis balls.
2. Two long socks.

Things you will need:

The Rope Ball

Homemade Dog Toys

After the rope is through the ball tie a knot on each side.

Steps:

1. Tennis ball.
2. Piece of rope 12 inches or more in length.

Things you will need:
Be as creative as you want.

Put in your own wheelchair.

Chair. There are no limits to what you can

Phyjamas. Reactions

Get in them. Advanced warming of her gra-

Heart's medical alert service. Does this need her sur-

In 2013 an anesthesiologist requested his pa-

Scholarships between 1998 - 2015

CAMMnes for Disabled Kids. Awarded over 250

That owners can easily clean. It up.

They do this in their owners' schedules and so

Service dogs go to the bathroom on command.

I. Is that a Service dog?

2. What work or task has the dog been

users must answer.

There are only two questions that all service dog

and their partners be put at risk.

In their job. This could get the dog in trouble

mission because you may prevent them from doing

Do not touch or talk to a service dog without per-

Dog.

It costs an average of $25,000 to train a service

before they become service dogs.

Dogs are in training for approximately 2 years.

Fun Facts About Service Dogs
Below is your house. Imagine you are in

house on the lines below. You can make on the inside of the
side of the house and describe the change.
Changes you would make on the out-
house more accessible for you? Draw the

a wheelchair. How would you make this

a sport you like to

Think about equipment, rules,

could play with you?

so a person with a disability

Think of a sport you like to

changes

the location and other possible
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